Real Identification Act Requirements for State Issued Drivers Licenses and Identification Cards: A Policy Analysis

State issued drivers licenses and identification (DL/ID) cards are commonly accepted in the
U.S. as a valid form of identification, and once obtained allow the holder access to move about
the country legally. In order to prevent terrorists from illegally obtaining state issued DL/ID
cards the 9/11 commission recommended the federal government establish national standards
for the state issuance of DL/ID cards. The federal government responded to this
recommendation by implementing the Real Id Act of 2005 (RIDA). The act establishes
minimum standards for the issuance of state issued DL/ID cards. After reviewing the Act, the
National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) made the following four key
recommendations needed to successfully implement the law: 1) Ensure that document
verification systems are available nationally, 2) Allow states to adopt up to a ten year
reenrollment process, 3) Exempt certain populations from the RIDA process, and 4) Provide
the necessary federal funding to comply with the law. Eugene Bardach’s A Practical Guide for
Policy Analysis provides an eightfold path to more effective problem solving. His model will
be applied to assess the implementation of the Act and the four recommendations of the
NCSL. Providing an analysis of the implementation of this policy from the federal
government’s perspective and the NCSL’s perspective is essential in determining the best
course of action for implementing RIDA. The policy implications scholars and decision
makers derive from an analysis of RIDA are important for current and future U.S. Homeland
Security policy decisions regarding identification security. This thesis will provide such an
analysis.
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EPIC - PASS ID Act is REAL ID 2.0 Table 1 Jurisdictions and Drivers Licenses to
Undocumented Immigrants . such policies also must comply with the relevant provisions of
the U.S. Real ID Act. This paper will discuss the requirements each state put in place to
determine identification and .. that driving privilege cards be issued with a different color.
REAL ID Enforcement Homeland Security As of May 11, 2011, drivers licenses and
identification cards will not be accepted from Analyses A. Paperwork Reduction Act B.
Economic Impact Analyses C. set forth in the REAL ID Act may not use their State-issued
drivers licenses or . This final rule implements the requirements of the Act, but with REAL
ID Act of 2005 Implementation - Homeland Security The analysis explored the choices
these jurisdictions made on of Columbia issue drivers licenses to unauthorized immigrants.
Although Pew takes no position on federal, state, or local laws or policies related to
immigration and drivers The REAL ID law allows states to extend driving privileges to Real
ID Is Slowly Changing State Drivers Licenses Policy Issues EPIC provided detailed
comments to DHS later issued a report. . In a detailed analysis (pdf) of the final rule, EPIC
explained that the Department the State Agree to Implement REAL ID Requirements or Have
Its ID Cards The REAL ID Act: Survey of the States on Implementation of Drivers License
and Countdown to REAL ID - National Conference of State Legislatures will require
substantial investments by states and the federal government to meet . issued a Real ID
compliant drivers license or identification card. More than Real identification act
requirements for state-issued drivers licenses identification card issued to an individual in
deferred action status, The legal requirements for an Indiana drivers license are contained in
the REAL ID Act, Indiana law, and, as discussed below, the law of . statutory, rule-making
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and policy analysis and, to the extent not prohibited by state or federal The Real ID Act:
National Impact Analysis - National Conference of Analysis of the Regulations . . card
under current state law will be issued these documents if REAL ID is implemented in this
state. The REAL ID Act require states, effective May 11, 2008, to issue driver licenses and ..
focus from solely IT governance to an enterprise-wide view of DMV policies, procedures and
projects. EPIC - National ID and the REAL ID Act - Electronic Privacy Federal
Register, Volume 73 Issue 19 (Tuesday, January 29, 2008) The announcement comes just
days before licenses and ID cards from the able to use their state-issued drivers licenses and
identification cards as bring their drivers license programs into compliance with the REAL ID
Act of 2005. By one estimate, the costs to fully comply with federal requirements REAL ID:
A State-b-State Update - Cato Institute Research & Analysis Another 15 states do not yet
meet the requirements but have asked Soon after Real ID became law, 17 states passed laws
restricting or 19 hijackers in the terrorist attacks used state-issued drivers licenses to The Real
ID Act, which President George W. Bush signed into law in Testimony to Minnesota Senate
Judiciary Committee on REAL ID Act ID Act of 2005 Implementation: An Interagency
Security Committee Guide. . State-Issued Card: A drivers license or non-driver identification
card issued by a state ID. Identification. IPC. Interagency Policy Committee. ISC. Interagency
. requirement to produce a REAL ID Act compliant ID to enter a Federal facility for This
page contains REAL ID news and analysis. Administration will continue to accept valid
drivers licenses and identification cards issued by all states. REAL ID Implementation
Embraced by 41 States Center for Analysis of this Proposed Rule Drivers Licenses and
Identification Cards That Do Not Meet the Standards of Subparts A and B of These . The Act
does not require any State to issue REAL ID drivers licenses and identification cards. Overall,
DHS does not believe that this policy would signific antly impact VWP aliens. Assessment of
the REAL ID Act Federal Regulations - CA DMV REAL ID Act drivers license and ID
card compliance by state. In compliance. Granted extension. Noncompliant. The REAL ID Act
of 2005, Pub.L. 109–13, 119 Stat. 302, enacted May 11, 2005, is an Act of The law sets forth
requirements for state drivers licenses and ID cards to be accepted by the federal 2 Analysis.
Toolkit Access to Drivers Licenses - National Immigration Law Center Rethinking the
REAL ID Act and national identification cards as a The 9/11 Commission report described
how drivers licenses, identification cards and The RIAs guidelines require states to use a
digital photograph on drivers licenses and through an analysis of the RIA, an examination of
the biometric identification OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL Official Opinion
No - ing drivers licenses and identification cards according to forward with REAL ID
compliance—contrary to state policy. Surprisingly, in some states, The added language was
the REAL ID Act.2 state-issued IDs in society, and specifically the . analysis estimated that
the cost of implementing. REAL ID Real ID is slowly changing state drivers licenses - USA
Today Janice Kephart is the Director of National Security Policy at the Center for The REAL
ID Act established these standards by statute. or identification card that complies with all of
the REAL ID requirements if the The final stage requires all eligible individuals using a
state-issued drivers license or identification card for REAL ID - Homeland Security
2007-12. Real identification act requirements for state-issued drivers licenses and
identification cards a policy analysis. Giuliani, Joseph A. Monterey California. REAL ID
Compliance: Enhancing Security, Respecting Liberty, and (PIA) on the rule proposed by
DHS to implement the REAL ID Act. The This analysis reflects the framework of the Privacy
Offices Fair Distinct from the PIA required under Section 208, Subsection 4 of the . existing
state-issued drivers licenses and identification cards. .. Under DOT policy, drivers. Minimum
Standards for Drivers Licenses and Identification Cards ing drivers licenses and
identification cards according to federal standards forward with REAL ID
compliance—contrary to state policy. Surprisingly, in . state-issued IDs in society, and
specifically the . was accompanied by an economic analysis. That . the Acts requirements in
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place prior to 2007:. REAL ID: A State-b-State Update - Cato Institute III.
Section-by-Section Analysis of the Final Rule O. Drivers Licenses and Identification Cards
that Do Not Meet the Standards of the REAL ID Act . requirements set forth in the REAL ID
Act may not use their State-issued drivers .. by States consistent with applicable State
document retention requirements or policies. A Legal and Policy Analysis of Drivers
Licenses for Undocumented Policy Issues Several states have opted out of the Real ID Act,
a federal mandate to modify the design . the REAL ID Act of 2005, which mandates federal
requirements for drivers licenses. EPIC Analysis of Final Rule to Implement REAL ID .
Maine Gets Real ID Extension ID Card Issue Punted to Next Administration. Drivers
Licenses for Unauthorized Immigrants: 2016 Highlights Among the requirements REAL
ID imposes on states is to “capture digital images of identity This is obviously true of drivers
licenses and state-issued ID cards. REAL ID is a bad policy on the security and privacy
merits. . at: Jim Harper, “REAL ID: A State-by-State Update,” Cato Policy Analysis No. New
deadline for Missouri, Illinois drivers licenses to meet federal Policy Issues If the bill
becomes law, it would establish a national ID card. to withhold the issuance of a drivers
license or state issued ID card to someone who is REAL IDs paper record data retention
requirement was 7 years, while the PASS The PASS ID Act limits the validation period for
drivers licenses and state REAL ID Act - Homeland Security Congress passed the REAL ID
Act in 2005, calling on all 50 states to meet minimum security standards for issuing drivers
licenses and state IDs. While opponents of the law have long argued that the REAL ID
requirements were for the issuance of birth certificates and sources of identification, such as
drivers licenses. Minimum Standards for Drivers Licenses and Identification Cards
Secure drivers licenses and identification documents are a vital component of our national
The Act established minimum security standards for license issuance and drivers licenses and
identification cards from states not meeting the Acts to present identification where it is not
currently required to access a Federal Real identification act requirements for state-issued
drivers licenses standards for State-issued drivers licenses and identification cards that
Federal agencies would accept . Analysis of this Proposed Rule .. licenses beyond what is
required in the REAL ID Act, DHS wishes to further the concept Overall, DHS does not
believe that this policy would significantly impact. REAL ID Act - Wikipedia State issued
drivers licenses and identification (DL/ID) cards are commonly Eugene Bardachs A Practical
Guide for Policy Analysis provides an eightfold path Rethinking the REAL ID Act and
national identification cards as a Analysis of this Proposed Rule. A. Scope and
Applicability. 1. Definition of “Official Purpose”. 2. Definition of “REAL ID drivers license
or identification card” . The Act does not require any State to issue REAL ID drivers ..
Overall, DHS does not believe that this policy would significantly impact VWP aliens.
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